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partners:cae at a glance:

• not-for-profit organisation, established
as a trust in 1987

• is funded by Trust Fund distributions and
donations plus revenue from fees and sales

• is based at the University of Canterbury campus

• is governed by a board of directors representing
industry and academia

• is helping transform New Zealand’s
technical infrastructure to advance economic
growth and social progress

our partners

The support we receive from, and our partnerships

with, professional and industry bodies, companies,

government and local authorities and individuals

are extremely important to CAE. We will continue

to foster these.

financial partners

CAE acknowledges with gratitude the many

organisations and individuals who have to date

contributed through financial support of our

projects. In particular we acknowledge the major

contributions of the following corporate and

individual supporters.

corporate

principal supporter

Transpower New Zealand Ltd

premier supporter

Christchurch City Council

Opus International Consultants

supporter

Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner Ltd

C Lund & Son Ltd

Mainzeal Property & Construction Ltd

Milburn New Zealand Ltd

Sinclair Knight Merz Ltd

associate

ANNZES Ltd

Christchurch International Airport Ltd

Holmes Consulting Group Ltd

Lever Rexona

Macdonald Barnett Partners Ltd

Montgomery Watson New Zealand Ltd

P B Power (NZ) Ltd

Southland District Council

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd

Watercare Services Ltd

Woodward-Clyde (NZ) Ltd

individual

principal member

Mr Peter Menzies, Auckland

member

Mr P G Armstrong, Auckland

Mr Hugh Aston, Christchurch

project sponsorship

Over the past year the following organisations have

made a major contribution to our project activity.

University of Canterbury

Institution of Professional Engineers (IPENZ)

Consulting Engineers Advancement Society (CEAS)

The Royal Society

Earthquake Commission (EQC)

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA)

Ministry for the Environment (MfE) Sustainable

Management Fund

Optimx Ltd

I N T E R NI N T E R N A T I O N A LA L

C O N S U L T A N T SA N T S

cae gratefully acknowledges the kind permission of various partner organisations for the use of the images which appear throughout this report.

MAINZEAL
C O N S T R U C T I O N

C. LUND & SON LTD.
MAIN CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS
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To advance New Zealand’s economic growth
and social progress through broadening national
understanding of emerging technologies
and facilitating early adoption of advanced
technology solutions.

our mission:
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40
American life span has extended by

3
37

years in the past 100 years:

years due to medical advances,

years due to engineering advances: clean water,
 removal of waste, upgrade of human living space,

upgrade of food supplies.

dr dan turner, president

american society of civil engineers
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our role:

CAE is helping transform New Zealand’s
technical infrastructure to advance economic
growth and social progress:

•

•

•

•as pioneer

CAE is applying engineering knowledge

and insight to technology-related economic

and social issues so as to facilitate

the development of new perspectives

and solutions.

as integrator

CAE is bringing together knowledge,

money and resources to create opportunity.

as knowledge broker

CAE is facilitating the cross-pollination

of knowledge across disciplines and

institutional boundaries to advance

engineering knowledge and practice.

as awareness raiser

CAE is helping inform and educate

New Zealand communities about technology

matters to enable more informed community

participation in decision-making.
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highlights:

• New strategic directions defined

• Projects portfolio realigned with five
major technology platforms

• Manufacturing Innovation seminar

• New activity base in systems engineering

• Prestige Lectures in Wellington,
Auckland and Christchurch

• Risk Communication Challenge workshop

• Five major publications
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chairman’s report:

The value of CAE’s unique positioning

CAE is in the serious
business of the future of
New Zealand.

CAE was built on a vision to raise this

country’s technical knowledge for the benefit

of all New Zealanders. This CAE has done

consistently and successfully since its foundation

in 1987. During 2000, the accelerating pace

of the unfolding ‘technology revolution’ raised

the importance of our mission for CAE and for

New Zealand.

To help transform New Zealand’s technology

infrastructure, CAE has become increasingly

involved in facilitating projects which extend

conventional engineering boundaries in order

to pioneer and spread the benefits of new

technology to business, government and the

community.

CAE is uniquely well positioned to perform the

four key roles of pioneer, integrator, knowledge

broker and awareness raiser through which we

advance our mission.

As a totally independent body without bias or

conflicting interests, we are able to encourage

and facilitate collaborative action on the emerging

issues of the day, providing a bridge between

academia and industry.

There’s an art in getting people to come

together and produce the right mix of energy and

insight to find solutions. This is what CAE does.

It’s not just about specialist knowledge however.

CAE is in the serious business of the future

of New Zealand. Building collaboration is an

essential component of this.

Calling on academic and industry expertise,

we offer the means for professionals to come

together across a wide discipline base.

This creates a new body of knowledge we can

distribute through our website, seminars,

conferences and publications.

One recent example is the Manufacturing

Innovation seminar held in Christchurch in March

2000 in conjunction with the IPENZ Congress.

Innovation in mechanical engineering systems

was presented to small businesses, technology

companies and university personnel. Positively

received, this seminar has now led to a new

activity base for CAE in systems engineering.

alignment with strategic direction

CAE’s future thrust shows a clear distinction

between its continuing technology education

activities and high-level strategic projects.
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chairman’s report:

personnel changes

As 2001 moves on we wish to sincerely thank

John Blakeley for his dedicated leadership of

CAE since 1987 and the many successes achieved.

We also acknowledge the valuable contrib-

utions of retiring CAE Directors John Burrows,

John Boshier, Brian Wood and Andy Buchanan, and

are pleased to retain the interest of John Boshier

and Brian Wood as Associate Directors.

We welcome new directors Bob Kirk,

Gretchen Kivell, Graeme Robertson and John

Mander, and also the talents and inspiration

of our new Executive Director George Hooper.

CAE as a strong, focused organisation, now has

a projects portfolio covering five technology

platforms, each providing a knowledge base to

respond to issues of today and tomorrow.

By advancing solutions that create new

perspectives on emerging technology trends, we

aim for an impact that will bring about real change

in the technological capability of the engineering

profession, government and business.

There are other changes.

While remaining committed to the original vision,

in today’s environment we must move from

depending on donations or grants to investment

in our activities.

The challenge is to show our stakeholders the

value of these investments. Publishing this report

makes us measure our progress and provides

you with the latest information.

CAE as a not-for-profit organisation operates with

a small staff and low overheads.

Our role is to inform, not to decide. Those that

know CAE recognise the level of excellence that

has become the hallmark of CAE’s activities. We

must maintain and build on this reputation in the

way we manage our activities. We also intend to

create new streams of revenue over the next two

years to support our aims.

Your continuing support is vital and appreciated.

Francis Small  chairman
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cae’s roles:

Powerful Contributions The successful economies in the 21st century will

be those that encourage innovation, enterprise

and technology investment.

This transformed economy based on intellectual

capabilities requires both a transformed

infrastructure capable of supporting it, and

knowledge workers capable of meeting the

challenges and exploiting the opportunities

that arise.

The engineering profession has played a

key role in building New Zealand’s industrial

infrastructure of road, rail, power generation,

telegraph and telephone. Now New Zealand needs

leadership from the engineering profession in

transforming our technology infrastructure.

A transformed infrastructure is less tangible,

though equally vital. Its components include a

skilled workforce, access to capital, information,

communication and management.

New Zealand engineering has some unique

skill sets, while its academic institutions and

research community are recognised internationally.

Capability is not at issue.

Rather, the question is: how can these capabilities,

diffused as they are throughout the private and

public sectors and academic institutions, be

mobilised more effectively to innovate and build

new industries?

pioneer and integrator

Addressing this issue is where CAE has a lot

to offer in our roles as pioneer and integrator.

An example. Waste management in New Zealand

is focused on recycling and reuse. CAE’s aim

is to encourage people to consider the comparative

advantages of producing less waste in the first

place. This, in turn, leads to more efficient resource

use as well as contributing towards goals of

environmental sustainability.

Work is well under way on a new project to develop

the required technical tool kit for a national waste

minimisation strategy. This project, Waste

Minimisation, is an integral part of Sustainable

Development. During the last 12 months, CAE also

published two books: Landfill Guidelines and

Management of Hazardous Waste.

In projects like these, where CAE acts as an

independent project facilitator, we can

present a non-partisan point of view, bring all

stakeholders together, integrate their findings and

come up with a coherent understanding.

Other CAE projects are also making a significant

contribution to New Zealand’s technological

capability.

Under a revised Terms of Reference with increased

emphasis on New Zealand’s future needs, the CAE

Projects Committee is now geared to unearthing

new project ideas and encouraging debate, and

will launch proposals from one of the following

five key “technology platforms”:
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cae’s roles:

• Ocean resources

• Infrastructure systems

 Urban water supply

 Transport modes

 Natural hazards

• Sustainable development

 Urban form

Distributed energy

 Waste minimisation

 Energy efficiency

• Risk management

Communicating risk

Innovative contracting practice

• Knowledge infrastructure

 Emerging technologies

 Systems engineering

During the year, the CAE Projects Committee also

initiated new projects on Urban Water Supply,

Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation and

Natural Hazards Reduction. These projects will

result in significant collaborative activity over the

next 12 months.

knowledge broker and awareness raiser

In September, CAE’s Project Director, John Lumsden,

attended a Risk Management course at Harvard

University.  This course highlighted the fact that

risk communication is more highly developed in

the US, but not necessarily better.

In November, CAE presented a two-day Risk

Communication Challenge workshop, providing

new insights into a field not well recognised in

New Zealand. Responsible organisations were

challenged to fully communicate to the public the

risks arising from their activities.

We are planning a programme of seminars and

publications on communicating risk, featuring

overseas experts where appropriate. This plan

aims to meet public demand arising from wider

public environmental knowledge and interest.

And we’re seriously looking at our Ocean

Resources.

There’s an immense knowledge gap about

New Zealand’s oceans. With the fourth largest

offshore area of any country, and fewer than four

million people, New Zealand’s responsibility to

manage its ocean is huge.

By August 2006 our extended economic zone must

be delineated for the UN conference on the Law

of the Sea and the New Zealand Government has

announced it will produce an oceans strategy. John

Lumsden also attended an Ocean Governance

meeting in September in New Brunswick, Canada.

Major participators Canada and Australia spend

much more per capita than New Zealand does on

exploring and mapping their ocean resources.

Alongside environmental issues lie the possibilities

of ocean development through mineral extraction,

electricity generation, oil and gas recovery – all of

which must be considered in a sustainable way.

CAE will continue to work in this critical area.
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activities:

Knowledge Broking and
Awareness Raising Activities in 2000

CAE pursued our brief to better inform the public

and private sectors of New Zealand on technology

matters particularly strongly this year.

In doing so, we fulfil an important role within the

New Zealand technology sector as an independent

information broker: gathering, collecting, processing

and interpreting information so as to build

knowledge and understanding.

Five books were published by CAE within this period.

These were:

guidelines for the use of structural

precast concrete in buildings

(Second Edition, January 2000)

The highly successful first edition of this book in

1991 was the result of work from a study group

formed of the NZ Concrete Society and the NZ

Society of Earthquake Engineering to meet a

recognised need.

landfill guidelines

(April 2000)

Dealing specifically with municipal and waste

industries, this publication contains material

updated from a 1992 publication of Our Waste:

Our Responsibility.

management of hazardous waste

(April 2000)

With further revised information, this book

addresses New Zealand regulations, initiatives at

central and local government level; as well as

treatment, disposal and storage and transport of

hazardous waste and dealing with emergencies.

management of engineering risk

(April 2000)

Recent major incidents in both New Zealand and

Australia highlighted the need for suitable risk

management procedures on projects for which

practising engineers are responsible. This was a

joint publication of IPENZ and CAE and provides an

overview of strategy and methods of engineering

risk management.

electricity supply and demand to 2015

(April 2000)

As an ongoing series of publications, these update

the public on this country’s likely future electricity

supply situation. The Fifth Edition views both

optimistic and pessimistic gas scenarios for the

future and highlights changes in Ministry of

Economic Development figures and usage trends.
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activities:

publications in preparation include:

hot water in new zealand

A joint project with the Energy Efficiency and

Conservation Authority (EECA).

fire engineering design guide

(Second Edition)

A revision and update from the 1994 First Edition.

assessment of environmental effects:

information, evaluation and outcomes

Proceedings from a successful conference in March

1999 organised by CAE.

There is no doubt that there is a huge appetite in

New Zealand for timely and relevant information

on emerging technology trends, especially as

organisations struggle with maintaining their own

competitive edge in an increasingly global

environment.

CAE sees mentoring and education as valuable

ways to bring about individual enterprise change.

In 2001 and beyond we will focus on more effectively

delivering technology events and learning. During

the year, the small CAE staff organised various

seminars and lectures including the following:

seminars

• “Innovative Manufacturing”, Christchurch,

March 23, 2000

• “The Risk Communication Challenge”,

Wellington, November 29-30, 2000

prestige lectures:

• “Technology of the America’s Cup”, Wellington

and Christchurch (February / September 2000),

Professor Peter Jackson, Mechanical Engineering,

University of Auckland.

• “The Architecture of Energy Systems”,

Christchurch (November 2000), Professor David

Sanborn Smith, Professor of Energy Systemics,

Integrated Energy Systems, University of Victoria,

Canada.

• “Business Responses to the Challenge of

Sustainability”, Wellington and Auckland

(November 2000), Dr Roland Williams CBE,

Chairman of Australian Magnesium Corporation

Limited, past Chairman of the Institution

of Chemical Engineers Australia and former

CEO of Shell Oceania Ltd.
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Support from our
partners is critical.

operating report:

Delivering Capability The need for new initiatives has been high-

lighted this year as CAE shifts to a financial

base of investment in its activities.

CAE simply would not survive if it were not for

the considerable support it receives from donor

groups (both corporate and individual), project

sponsors, and the individual contributions of

practising professionals through their voluntary

participation and advocacy of our work.

This support from our partners is critical.  Our

partners need to be valued and not forgotten.

CAE is committed to new programmes that

create value by facilitating learning and collaborative

action amongst academic, industry and engineering

stakeholders. While a ‘public good’ philosophy is

admirable, the CAE brand will starve unless there

are defined programmes of brand communication

and promotion driven by a clearly defined

marketing strategy.

To get closer to our partners’ business,

CAE this year offered current financial partners

an opportunity to invite their own clients to the

Roland Williams Prestige Lecture. The response

was encouraging in reaching a wider public

group than normal and we will expand this

initiative in the next year.

Our association with the University of Canterbury

is an important influence on the way we operate

and how we are seen publicly. This association

brings the aspects of scholarship and research and

helps set high standards of professionalism and

ethics.

The University in the past year has made a valuable

contribution to our affairs through refurbishing our

premises and new arrangements for the provision

of support services.

Internally, CAE has strengthened financial

management with a new chart of accounts providing

better financial control and project reporting

capability.  In addition to staff training initiatives,

a review of job accountabilities and staffing has

been completed. We also plan to make time for CAE

staff to further extend project and business learning

opportunities.

Together these initiatives are a significant step

towards implementing changed work practices

in recognition of the fact that the way the outside

world sees us impacts on the long-term viability

of CAE.

As a marketing and promotional tool for CAE,

the Internet is currently under-utilised.  While CAE’s

present web site is well established, it has so

far been used primarily in an advertising role,

with limited opportunities for conducting

e-commerce and no opening for interactive

communication with stakeholder groups.
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operating report:

Subject to funding, we propose to redevelop

the site to establish it as a recognised entry point

to New Zealand’s technology sector, introducing a

fully interactive “dynamic” web interface

incorporating e-commerce facilities, database

repositories and portal functions for CAE activities

and New Zealand engineering, science and

technology.

Links to CAE will initiate an important point of

contact with strategic partners and increased

recognition of the CAE brand. More fundamental

however is CAE’s responsiveness as an organisation

to future issues likely to impact upon New Zealand’s

technology capability and supporting infrastructure.

In all these areas, our employees’ expertise

and skill will be critical to success. Our goal is

to provide a stimulating work environment that

both allows staff to work to their full potential and

to be seen as professional in all that they do.

RJ (George) Hooper  executive director
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Financial Statements
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notes:

trust fund distribution

CAE Trust monies are managed within the University

of Canterbury total Trust portfolio. In the past year

realisation of some investments by the university

resulted in a capital distribution to CAE. The $197,345

Trust income thus comprises a normal interest

component of $158,246 plus a one-off  $39,099

distribution to operations.

donations

This comprises donations received throughout

the year from IPENZ membership plus contributions

continuing from the 10th Anniversary Appeal,

commitments for which end in 2001.

external sales

Made up of income of $60,132 from book-related

sales and $49,602 from seminar events. New

marketing strategies are now in place to improve

overall revenue from these sources.

trust fund distribution 197,345

donations 96,528

external sales 109,734

other income 93,263

total income 496,870

expenditure

staffing costs 324,447

operations 79,424

publicity 17,699

project expenditure 199,752

excess expenditure (124,452)

other income

This comprises revenues received from comm-

issioned work, consulting services, plus financial

sponsorship of various publications, seminars

and projects. Sponsorship remains an important

funding component for all CAE project activity.

staffing costs

Staffing costs in 2000 include extraordinary

expenditure of approximately $50,000 due in part

to the retirement of John Blakeley and the recruitment

of his replacement George Hooper as Executive

Director in April. Emma Griffin was appointed to a

full-time position of Business Support Co-ordinator.

Both appointments were on the basis of five-year

fixed term contracts.

operating and publicity

There were no extraordinary items during the past year.

project expenditure

Project expenditure includes printing and publishing

costs incurred for the five books published during

the year, payments to sub-contractors involved in the

EECA energy efficiency study, project management

costs related to the landfill guidelines and hazardous

waste projects, plus other miscellaneous costs and

reimbursements in respect of other project activity.

cae capital

The CAE Trust position is presented in Figure 2

as total capital available. There was a net capital

addition in 2000 of $178,871 comprising a one-off

$300,000 capital addition from realisation of the

trust investments plus other capital contributions

of $3,323  minus the $124, 452 deficit for the year.

The investment of $300,000 is in line with Board

policy to maintain the value of the Trust in real terms.

The last addition to Trust capital occurred in 1997.
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directory:

staff

executive director

Dr R. J. (George) Hooper

projects director

John Lumsden

information services specialist

Charles Hendtlass

business support co-ordinator

Emma Griffin

associate directors

Mr John Boshier

institution of engineers australia

Mr Brian Wood

holmes consulting group pty ltd

board of directors

Dr Francis Small (Chairman)

francis small consulting ltd

Mr Colin Martin (Deputy Chairman)

company director

Dr David Hopkins

sinclair knight merz ltd

Dr Roger O’Brien

o’brien consulting ltd

Prof.  John  Boys

dept of electrical & electronic engineering

university of auckland

Mr Pat Helm

dept of prime minister and cabinet

Ms Kathryn Edmonds

opus international consultants ltd

Emeritus Prof. David Elms

optimx consultants

Mr Roger Sutton

orion new zealand ltd

Mr Graeme Robertson

cawthron institute

Ms Gretchen Kivell

university of otago

Dame Phyllis Guthardt

chancellor

university of canterbury

Prof. Bob Kirk

deputy vice-chancellor

university of canterbury

Assoc. Prof. Alex Sutherland

dean of engineering

university of canterbury

Prof. Pat Bodger

dept of electrical & electronic engineering

university of canterbury

Prof. John Raine

dept of mechanical engineering

university of canterbury

Prof. Tim Davies

natural resources engineering

lincoln university

Prof. John Mander

dept of civil engineering

university of canterbury

Mr Ian Gilmour

chemical and process engineering

university of canterbury
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